BACKGROUND
Since 1888, the National Geographic Society has funded scientists and explorers and shared their findings with the world. To support educators who use our resources, we have created a Learning Framework, which lays out what we believe students should learn from their experiences with the Society.

PURPOSE
The Learning Framework was designed to convey the Society’s core beliefs and values. It is built around a set of attitudes, skills, and knowledge that embody the explorer mindset.

To determine the learning outcomes within the Learning Framework, we dug deep into national standards in key subject areas. We also sought advice from subject matter and child development experts, along with the combined expertise of NG instructional designers, researchers, and content developers. To learn more, go to: https://www.nationalgeographic.org/education/learningframework/.

IMPLEMENTATION
Each article in this magazine has a knowledge-based link to the Learning Framework.

MINDSET OF AN EXPLORER
KEY FOCUS AREAS

A —— Attitudes

National Geographic kids are:
CURIOSOUS about how the world works, seeking out new and challenging experiences throughout their lives.
RESPONSIBLE, with concern for the welfare of other people, cultural resources, and the natural world. NG kids are respectful, considering multiple perspectives, and honoring others regardless of differences.
EMPOWERED to make a difference. NG kids act on curiosity, respect, and responsibility. They are adventurous and persist in the face of challenges.

S —— Skills

National Geographic kids can:
OBSERVE and document the world around them and make sense of those observations.
COMMUNICATE experiences and ideas effectively through language and media. They are storytellers!
COLLABORATE with others to achieve goals.
SOLVE PROBLEMS by generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions after identifying alternatives, weighing trade-offs, and making well-reasoned decisions.

K —— Knowledge

National Geographic kids understand:
THE HUMAN JOURNEY is all about where we have been, where we live now (and why), and where we are going.
OUR CHANGING PLANET encompasses all that coexists on our planet—interconnected through systems that generate and nurture each other.
WILDLIFE AND WILD PLACES inhabit our planet—from the butterflies in our backyards to the lions in Africa.
Standards Supported
Many reading standards for informational text are supported through this lesson. Using active thinking strategies helps students learn and practice engaging with the text in meaningful ways. When students learn to stop, think, and react to new information, they take the time to think about the text and have a better chance at remembering and understanding it.

CONNECT & ENGAGE (20 minutes)

Kids are bunched up on the floor in front of you. Sit on a low chair and hold up the magazine.

TEACHER TIP: The reason kids are bunched up on the floor is that the focus needs to be on the teacher. However, the whole point of “Connect and Engage” is to get kids fired up, and there will be plenty of interaction throughout this segment and the entire lesson.

Say: Whoa! Take a look at this cover. What do you think about when you see this creature? Turn to each other and talk.

Kids turn and talk about the image on the cover.

Say: That’s a pretty unusual animal. As a matter of fact, the title is “Extreme Animals.” Turn and talk about what you think the title means.

Kids turn and talk about the word extreme. Some have an idea; others not so much.

Say: I think extreme might mean “very unusual.” I am inferring that because this animal is unlike any I have seen before. Take a minute and preview pages 2 and 3 and see what you notice.

Kids flip through, oohing and ahhing as they peruse.

Say: Is anyone getting a better idea of what extreme animals do? Does anyone want to share what they notice and why these animals might be called “extreme”?

A few kids share out.

Say: Look! It says “Some animals go to extremes to survive.” Let’s read on and find out more.

What You’ll Need
• “Extreme Animals” (Explorer, pages 2–7)
• Think Sheet (Teacher’s Guide, page 6)

MODEL (10 minutes)

Say: This very cool article is nonfiction, which, as you know, includes real, true information. National Geographic Explorer features nonfiction text. Nonfiction writers write nonfiction to give us information, to teach us something. Nonfiction readers read to learn new information. One of the most important nonfiction reading strategies is to stop, think, and react to new information. We need to notice when we learn something new and take time to think about it. In that way, we have a better shot at remembering and understanding it.

TEACHER TIP: While this segment of the lesson is about the teacher modeling for students, be careful not to go on and on. This has to be interactive. Kids should be turning and talking a lot.

Say: I am going to read through a bit of this article and show you my thinking when I learn something new. I am going to stop, think, and react to new information by marking an L for Learn on a Post-it and jotting down or drawing my new learning as well as any reactions I might have.

Say: Turn to each other and talk. Have you ever read any nonfiction and learned something new?

Kids turn and talk. A few share out their ideas.

Say: Okay, let me show you how it works for me.

Point out the photo on page 4 of the hand holding two crucifix frogs.

Say: Wow! I’ve already learned something new just from the photo. These crucifix frogs are really tiny! I’m going to mark a Post-it with an L for Learn and draw that image to keep in mind how tiny they are.
Mark the Post-it with an L and draw a hand with a tiny frog on it. Jot down “tiny frogs” on the Post-it. Then read the first paragraphs on page 4 and stop after adaptation.

Say: I wonder what this adaptation is. I’ll keep reading and see if I find out.

Read on to find out that the skin is sticky and insects get stuck.

Say: Wow! That is new information for me! Insects stick to the crucifix frog’s skin. That is really surprising information. I’m going to mark my Post-it with an L for Learn.

Write on the Post-it: “crucifix frogs have sticky skin and insects get stuck to it.”

Say: Let’s read on. Eewww, I have a reaction. This is a kind of gross, but it’s a really amazing adaptation. I’ll mark a Post-it with an L for Learn and jot down “They shed skin and eat the insects and the skin.” Kinda gross!

GUIDE (10 minutes)

Hand out the Think Sheets. Kids remain bunched up in front of you on the floor.

Say: So what did you see me do as I was reading the section about the crucifix frog? Turn and talk about what you noticed me doing.

Kids talk and share out things such as “I noticed you wrote your new learning.” “I noticed you had reactions like ‘gross!’”

Say: I am going to read on about another extreme animal. I’m thinking that this part on Komodo dragons may include some unusual adaptations. What do you think?

Say: Now it’s your turn. As I read this part, when you learn something new, mark a Think Sheet square with an L and jot or draw your new learning. Feel free to add your reactions, too. We remember information more thoroughly when we react to it.

Read the first paragraph or two about the Komodo dragon’s adaptation.

Say: Wow! Some amazing information here! If you learned anything new, jot it down or sketch it. Don’t forget to mark a Think Sheet square with an L for Learn.

Say: Okay, now turn and talk, sharing what you learned and any reactions you had.

Kids turn and talk.

Say: Who would like to share their new learning?

Several kids share out.

Say: Great, now I’ll read on. There is so much new information here. All this stuff about bacteria is new to me and kind of confusing. If you are confused, let me know, and I will check in with you.

A few kids share out their new learning as well as any clarifications they made.
COLLABORATE (25 minutes)

Say: Now it’s time for you to read the rest of the article with a partner. As you read, think about why this article was called “Extreme Animals.” What was extreme or unusual about these animals? Keep the title in mind and keep that question in mind. Paying attention to the title and thinking about why the author came up with it can help us come up with some of the big ideas.

Kids partner up to continue reading the article.

Say: As you are reading, remember to stop, think, and react to new information, and mark your Think Sheet with an L for Learn when you learn something new. If you finish the article, feel free to keep reading and practicing the strategy with your choice of another article in the magazine. Does this make sense? Any questions? Okay, Happy Reading!

Partners read the rest of the article and continue reading their choice of the other two selections, as they practice the stop, think, and react strategy. Move around the room, conferring with partners.

SHARE THE LEARNING (10 minutes)

TEACHER TIP: The sharing phase is done in a circle, so that the focus is on one another rather than the teacher. During the instruction phase, kids are bunched up in front of the teacher, so that the focus is on the instruction.

Kids join a sharing circle with you.

Say: Okay, flip through your article and choose a Think Sheet square that you would like to share. I am going to invite _______ to share new learning. We are going to share using respectful language. So when I ask: “______ would you like to share your new learning?” You need to say: “Yes, thank you.” Then you can share your learning. After you share, you can invite someone else to share. To do that, you need to call on the person by name and use the same language we just practiced. When we use polite, respectful sharing language, everyone pays closer attention to the important information being shared.

Kids share out and invite others to share, always using the respectful sharing language that was modeled. There should be time for about three or four kids to share out with the whole group. Once they are finished, have everyone turn and share with the person next to them, so that all have a chance to be heard.

Say: You learned so much today about these extreme animals. Who has an idea of why that was the title of the article? What was unusual and surprising about these animals? Turn and talk about that.

Several kids share out.

Say: These animals had extreme adaptations, like tiny frogs eating their own skin and the insects that were stuck to them and komodo dragons with poison in their spit! Do you agree that these animals were unusual and extreme?

Say: Fascinating information! So remember when you read nonfiction, it is important to stop, think, and react to new information, marking any new learning with an L. Nonfiction is all about reading to learn, so we want to learn, remember, and understand what we have read. Great job today, all of you!

LANGUAGE ARTS Stop, Think, and React to New Information
Use these note squares to draw or write about things you learned.
When students learn to stop, think, and react to new information, they take the time to think about the text and have a better chance to remember and understand it.

MODEL (10 minutes)

Say: This very cool article is nonfiction, which, as you know, includes real, true information. Nonfiction writers write nonfiction to give us information, to teach us something. Nonfiction readers read to learn new information. One of the most important nonfiction reading strategies is to stop, think, and react to new information. We need to notice when we learn something new and take time to think about it. In that way, we have a better shot at remembering and understanding it.

Say: I am going to read through a bit of this article and show you my thinking when I learn something new. I am going to stop, think, and react to new information by marking an L for Learn on a Post-it and jotting down or drawing my new learning as well as any reactions I might have.

Say: Turn to each other and talk. Have you ever read any nonfiction and learned something new? Kids turn and talk. A few share out their ideas.

Say: Okay, let me show you how it works for me. Point out a photo.

Say: Wow! I've already learned something new just from the photo. I'm going to mark a Post-it with an L for Learn and jot down my new learning as well as any reactions I might have.

Say: Turn to each other and talk. Have you ever read any nonfiction and learned something new?

Kids turn and talk. A few share out their ideas.

Say: Okay, let me show you how it works for me. Point out a photo.

Say: Wow! I've already learned something new just from the photo. I'm going to mark a Post-it with an L for Learn and jot down my new learning as well as any reactions I might have.

Say: Let's read on and find out more.

CONNECT & ENGAGE (5 minutes)

Kids are bunched up on the floor in front of you. Sit on a low chair and hold up the magazine.

Say: Whoa! Take a look at the image on the cover. What do you think about when you see _________? Turn and talk about that.

Kids turn and talk about the image on the cover.

Say: Why do you think the author titled this article ____________? Turn and talk about that.

Take a minute and preview page(s) ______ and see what you notice.

Kids flip through the pages.

Say: Is anyone getting a better idea of the reason for the title? Anyone want to share?

A few kids share out.

Say: Let's read on and find out more.

What You'll Need

• Think Sheet template
GUIDE (10 minutes)

Hand out the Think Sheets. Kids remain bunched up in front of you on the floor.

**Say:** So what did you see me do as I was reading the section about _______? Turn and talk about what you noticed me doing.

Kids talk and share out things they noticed.

**Say:** Now it’s your turn. I am going to read a paragraph in this new section. When you learn something new, mark a Think Sheet square with an L and jot or draw your new learning. Feel free to add your reactions, too. We remember information more thoroughly when we react to it.

Read the first paragraph on page ____.

**Say:** Wow! Some amazing information here! If you learned anything new, jot it down or sketch it. Don’t forget to mark a Think Sheet square with an L for Learn.

Kids stop and jot on their Think Sheet.

**Say:** Okay, now turn and talk, sharing what you learned and any reactions you had.

Kids turn and talk.

**Say:** Who would like to share their new learning?

Several kids share out.

COLLABORATE (25 Minutes)

**Say:** Now it’s time for you to read the rest of the article with a partner. Keep the title in mind as you read. Paying attention to the title and thinking about why the author came up with it can help us come up with some of the big ideas.

Kids partner up to continue reading the article.

**Say:** As you are reading, remember to stop, think, and react to new information, and mark your Think Sheet with an L for Learn when you learn something new. If you finish the article, feel free to keep reading and practicing the strategy with your choice of another article in the magazine. Any questions?

Clarify any questions or misconceptions kids have.

**Say:** Okay, Happy Reading!

Partners read the rest of the article and continue reading their choice of the other selections, as they practice the stop, think, and react strategy. Move around the room, conferring with partners.

SHARE THE LEARNING (10 minutes)

Kids join a sharing circle with you.

**Say:** Okay, flip through your article and choose a Think Sheet square that you would like to share. I am going to invite [student name] to share new learning. We are going to share using respectful language.

Kids share out and invite others to share, always using respectful sharing language. There should be time for about 3 or 4 kids to share out with the whole group. Once they are finished, have everyone turn and share with the person next to them.

**Say:** You learned so much today about [title of article]. Who has an idea of why that was the title? Turn and talk about that.

Several kids share out.

**Say:** So remember when you read nonfiction, it is important to stop, think, and react to new information, marking any new learning with an L. Nonfiction is all about reading to learn, so we want to learn, remember, and understand what we have read. Great Job today all of you!
Earth is home to many different animals. Some live on land. Some live in water. Some have feathers. Others have fins or fur. Despite their differences, all animals have one thing in common. Each one has adapted to survive where it lives. And some of these adaptations could only be described as extreme.

Some animals use their extreme adaptations to get food. The crucifix frog traps flies with a sticky goo that it releases from its skin. Komodo dragons have a deadly bite. And frogfish are masters of disguise. Unsuspecting fish can’t see a camouflaged frogfish hiding in a coral reef. But they swim right to the built-in lure dangling above the frogfish’s mouth.

Other animals can survive in extreme environments. Pompeii worms live near hydrothermal vents. Wood frogs freeze and thaw to survive brutal Alaskan winters.

Perhaps one of the most bizarre adaptations is used for defense. When a predator attacks, a Texas horned lizard squirts nasty-tasting blood out of its eyes—right into the predator’s eyes and mouth. As the predator recovers, the prey escapes.

Click here for the Kahoot! quiz: https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/a9412292-da22-4411-bc52-339d08ab31a4
CONTENT ASSESSMENT: Extreme Animals

Pick one animal from the article. Draw a picture to show how the animal uses its extreme adaptations.

Identify the animal.  ________________________________________________________________

Describe the animal’s extreme adaptations.  ____________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Explain how the adaptations help the animal survive.  ______________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________
Amazon Adventure

Science Background

The Matsés are a group of about 2,200 indigenous people. They live along riverbanks in the Amazon rain forest in Brazil and Peru. Although they made their first permanent contact with the outside world in 1969, the Matsés have preserved much of their native culture.

Fishing and farming are important parts of the Matsés way of life. But the Matsés consider themselves to be hunters above all else. Unlike many Amazon tribes that use blowguns, the Matsés hunt with bows and arrows. Their bows are intricately carved. And the arrows are huge, each measuring about six feet long.

To the outside world, the Matsés are probably best-known for their facial tattoos and piercings. Women pierce their noses with the thin ribs of palm leaves to mimic jaguar whiskers. Because of this, they are sometimes called the “cat people.”

Engage

Encourage students to flip through the article and turn and talk with a partner to discuss what they see. Invite students to ask questions or share what they already know about the Amazon rain forest.

Explore

Display and review pages 8-9 of the projectable magazine. Ask: What does it mean to live off the grid or in the wild? (Possible response: Living without modern conveniences like electricity and plumbing. Using what is naturally available to meet all of one’s needs.) Have students brainstorm ideas about what it would be like to live like this in a rain forest.

Explain

Display the map on page 10 of the projectable magazine. Ask: What does the green area on this map show? (Amazon rain forest) Based on the map and the article’s photos, what do you think it is like here? (lots of trees, animals, and water; few people) Point out to students that local Matsés people helped Kane Hameister get through the rain forest. They taught him about the area and showed him how to build things so he could survive. Challenge students to identify important lessons Kane’s guides taught him. (how to hunt, fish, build shelter, avoid dangerous animals) Encourage students to turn and talk as they discuss the details of each lesson.

Elaborate

Point out to students that the Matsés get everything they need to survive from the Amazon rain forest. But they still use one modern tool: the machete. Have students conduct research to identify natural resources in the Amazon rain forest that the Matsés would likely use. Challenge them to identify different ways they could use a machete.

Evaluate

Have students complete the Content Assessment for this lesson. Encourage them to share and compare their results in small groups.

Standards Supported

- NGSS Science and Engineering Practices: Engaging in Argument from Evidence: Construct an argument with evidence, data, and/or a model. (4-LS1-1)
- NGSS ETS1.B: Developing Possible Solutions: Research on a problem should be carried out before beginning to design a solution. Testing a solution involves investigating how well it performs under a range of likely conditions. (3-5-ETS1-2)

Resources

- Content Assessment Master (page 12)
- Article Test (page 18)

Click here for the Kahoot! quiz: https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/fb4227c2-f052-4ce1-8c03-1f9a5f6817b6
CONTENT ASSESSMENT: Amazon Adventure

Identify one item Kane learned to build. Draw a picture of the item. Explain how to build it.

Item:

Identify one skill Kane learned to do. Illustrate the skill. Explain how to do it.

Skill:
When people think of machines, they generally picture complicated gadgets with lots of moving parts. But not all machines are this complex. Some, called "simple machines," only have a few parts. And they are extremely helpful when you want to get work done.

In this article, the third of a six-part series about simple machines, students will learn about wedges. A wedge is a tool shaped like a triangle. The function of a wedge is to change the direction of the input force.

There are many different types of wedges and they can be used in different ways. Knives and axes are wedges that separate things. A doorstop is a wedge that holds a door in place. Snowplows use wedges to reach beneath snow and lift it off the road. People even have wedges in their bodies. Think about this the next time you eat!
CONTENT ASSESSMENT: Wedge It!

Create diagrams that show how different types of wedges work.

Split it! 

Lift it!  

Hold it!

Write captions that explain how different types of wedges work.

Split it! 

Lift it!  

Hold it!
Social Studies Background
Asking questions is the first step in acquiring historical knowledge. But to fully understand history, students must know which questions to ask, how to evaluate the answers, and how to use those answers to create accurate arguments about the past. Historical thinking is a process that takes time to develop. Recognizing that, each month Explorer magazine will introduce students to a different ancient culture. Use the accompanying lessons to guide students as they develop these skills.

Standard Supported
• C3: History: Change, Continuity, and Context: Generate questions about individuals and groups who have shaped significant historical changes and continuities. [D2.His.3.3-5]

Resources
• Ancient Greece poster [teacher’s edition]
• Life in Ancient Greece poster [teacher’s edition]
• Content Assessment Master (page 16)
• Poster test (page 21)

Engage
Encourage students to examine the maps and turn and talk with a partner to discuss what they see. Invite students to ask questions or share what they already know about Greece.

Explore

Explain
Invite students to examine the Ancient Greece poster. Ask: Why do you think Greece was one of the most important places in the world 2,500 years ago? [Possible response: Greeks were active traders and fierce warriors. They had culture and democracy. The land was surrounded by water, so it was difficult for others to invade.] Have students turn and talk as they discuss how each part of ancient Greek culture made the country great. Challenge them to identify aspects of ancient Greece that are still celebrated today. Then display the Life in Ancient Greece poster. Have students review the poster to learn more about life in ancient Greece. Challenge students to identify and describe what they think were the ancient Greeks’ most significant achievements.

Elaborate
Remind students that ancient Greeks started the Olympic Games. Brainstorm ideas about why The Games were important to ancient Greeks. Discuss reasons why the Olympics are still important to people today. Encourage students to conduct research to identify ways the Olympics have changed over time.

Evaluate
Have students complete the Content Assessment for this lesson. Encourage them to share and compare their results in small groups.
How is ancient Greek culture still important today?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Important Things</th>
<th>Important Places</th>
<th>Important People</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What people, places, and things helped make ancient Greek important? How?

Why was Greece one of the most important places in the world about 2,500 years ago?

Use this organizer to assess your knowledge of ancient Greece.
ARTICLE TEST: Extreme Animals

Read each question. Fill in the circle next to the correct answer and then write your response on the lines.

1. What do a crucifix frog’s extreme adaptations help it do?
   - A get food
   - B live in an unsafe environment
   - C avoid being eaten

2. What is special about the bacteria that help Pompeii worms survive?
   - A They create mucus.
   - B They are heat-resistant.
   - C They are scalding hot.

3. Which animal uses its adaptations to live in an extremely cold environment?
   - A crucifix frog
   - B frogfish
   - C wood frog

4. What do a Komodo dragon and a frogfish have in common?
   - A Both live in water.
   - B Both are masters of disguise.
   - C Both use their adaptations to hunt.

5. What do a Texas horned lizard’s adaptations help it do? How?

   _______________________________________
   _______________________________________
   _______________________________________
ARTICLE TEST: Amazon Adventure

Read each question. Fill in the circle next to the correct answer and then write your response on the lines.

1. Where is the Matsés National Reserve located?
   - Brazil
   - Ecuador
   - Peru

2. Which tool did the Matsés teach Kane Hameister how to make?
   - machete
   - fishing pole
   - knife

3. Which of these items did Kane use when he built a shelter?
   - fishing line
   - vines
   - a shaft

4. Which animal do Matsés women want to look like when they pierce their noses?
   - anaconda
   - tarantula
   - jaguar

5. What do the Matsés make to hunt animals? What skills must they learn to be successful?
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
ARTICLE TEST:  Wedge It!

Read each question. Fill in the circle next to the correct answer and then write your response on the lines.

1. Which of these items is not a simple machine?
   -  A screwdriver
   -  B blender
   -  C knife

2. What is the trade-off of using a long, narrow axe?
   -  A It has to go deeper before it splits the log.
   -  B Each swing requires a lot more force.
   -  C It is harder to push the axe into the wood.

3. What does friction help wedges do?
   -  A split
   -  B lift
   -  C hold

4. Which of these statements is true?
   -  A Wedges can only cut through solids.
   -  B Wedge shapes give animals speed.
   -  C All wedges are man-made objects.

5. How does a wedge make a zipper work?
   _______________________________________________________
   _______________________________________________________
   _______________________________________________________
   _______________________________________________________
POSTER TEST: Greece

Read each question. Fill in the circle next to the correct answer and then write your response on the lines.

1. Which Greek city is home to the ancient Olympic Games?
   A) Sparta
   B) Marathon
   C) Olympia

2. Who is the Greek god of the sea?
   A) Zeus
   B) Poseidon
   C) Hermes

3. What was the most important city in ancient Greece?
   A) Delphi
   B) Athens
   C) Knossos

4. Which of these is a style of stone column used in ancient Greece?
   A) Doric
   B) Frieze
   C) Pediment

5. Identify and describe two important parts of ancient Greek life.
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
Extreme Animals

Assess Content, page 10
Answers will vary depending on which animal students choose to draw. However, drawings should depict the animal using its adaptations and answers should contain information from the article.

Article Test, page 17
1. A; 2. B; 3. C; 4: C; 5: The Texas horned lizard’s adaptations help it avoid being eaten. The lizard puffs up to scare predators. If that doesn’t work, it squirts a stream of nasty-tasting blood from its eyes into a coyote’s mouth.

Amazon Adventure

Assess Content, page 12
Drawings and explanations will vary depending on which items and lessons students select. However, drawings should resemble the items described and explanations should come directly from the information in the article.

Article Test, page 18
1. C; 2. B; 3. B; 4: C; 5: They make a bow and arrow. They learn how to track animals, mimic an animal’s call, and move noiselessly.

Wedge It!

Assess Content, page 14
Students should create diagrams that show how wedges split, lift, and hold things. Diagrams should resemble the one on page 18 with labels and arrows showing change in direction. Captions should resemble the one on page 21.

Article Test, page 19
1. B; 2. A; 3. C; 4: B; 5: When you pull down on a zipper tab, a small wedge inside the slider pushes the teeth apart. When you pull up, the slider pushes the teeth together.

Ancient Greece

Assess Content, page 16
1. Answers will vary, but students should recognize the contributions of ancient Greek thinkers, warriors, athletes, artists, politicians, and builders.
2. Examples and reasons may vary but should come from the posters.
3. Students should cite ways that ancient Greek culture still influences people today.

Poster Test, page 20